« This is so energic for a young d’Issan with lots of white
pepper, crushed stones and blackberries. Full body, ultrafine tannins and great length. One of the greatest ever.
Superb depth and intensity to real Bordeaux. Wow. »
« It has a very classic, slightly introverted bouquet with a
light marine influence coming through. The palate is
medium-bodied with crisp tannin and fine delineation. It is
very crisp and focused, a classic Margaux through and
through with outstanding salinity and persistence towards
the precise finish. »
« Beautiful violet and lilac-tinted edging to the colour, a
promising sign of a vibrant, balanced wine, and it absolutely
delivers on the palate. This is so fresh and uplifting, it has
fruit intensity balanced with a perfumed elegance. This is a
lovely classic Margaux, sculpted with a core of fine tannins
that promise excellent ageing. »
« Dark in color with strong floral aromatics that escalate with
smoke, espresso, licorice, dark cherry and cassis, this wine is
full-bodied, plush, opulent and richly textured with loads of
sweet, pure, dark red fruits. »
« The fruit comes through slowly, revealing an attractive
black-currant flavor and ample acidity. »

Meilleur sommelier du monde 1998

« Dark purple red with violet hue and black core. Excellent
nose with slightly closed character, very precise structure,
fine fruit, elegant spiciness and delicate toasting aroma. On
the palate excellent length, fine acidity, intense but silky
tannins, a wonderful wine in a true Margaux style with great
length. »
« Mind crimson. Vigorous nose. Round texture and really
rather admirably relaxed. Certainly not sweet. Quite long.
Drink 2025-2040. »
« Nez floral, iris, un peu encre aussi. Bouche onctueuse,
charnue, très beau toucher de bouche avec des tanins précis
et denses, juteux, de la fraicheur et une finale sur la
longueur.»

